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T
hirty-four seconds. The time 
it takes Peter Lee’s pupils to 
move from their tutor group 
to period one is evidently a 
source of pride. “It is about 
minimising time wasted,” 

says Lee, head of school at Q3 Academy 
Langley, which is just eight months old 
and the first new secondary in Sandwell, 
in Birmingham, for a decade. “If you are 
wasting six or seven minutes between 
lessons and you multiply that over a day,  
a week, an academic year, then over five 
years, that’s a lot of learning time.”

So, transitions are swift and carried  
out in near silence.  

“We had one parent say: ‘I don’t like 
this system, they have to walk between 
lessons without talking’,” says Lee. “They 
don’t actually. They can say hello.”

Anything more equals a five-minute 
detention. Lee runs a tight ship, as AMiE 
president Julia Neal and I discovered 
when we visited to find out how you  
start a school from scratch.  

Arriving, the signs that the school is a 
work in progress are there: scaffolding at 
one end of the building, sheets of plastic 
flapping in the wind, and a digger sitting 
in churned mud. The deep red, newly 
painted, single storey (at this stage) 
building stands against a grey sky. 

Inside it smells of new carpet. A site 
officer is fixing a box to the wall that 
holds postcards designed to encourage 
students experiencing mental health 
problems to speak up. It asks: “RU OK?” 

It’s quiet. As we pass classrooms on our 
way to the boardroom, I glance through 
windows and see students seated at tables 
of four, heads down, busily writing.  

Lee has a PowerPoint presentation 
ready in the boardroom. “Why Q3?” asks 

PETER LEE HAS A VISION FOR HIS RECENTLY OPENED SECONDARY 
SCHOOL, AND, AS SALLY GILLEN DISCOVERED, THINGS ARE FAR 
FROM TRADITIONAL. . . 

“I’ve got the best 
job in the world”

Julia. “It’s Latin,” he explains. “The Q 
stands for quaerere, which means ‘to 
seek’. The 3 represents the three ideals –  
that which is good, right and true. Our 
sponsor’s late wife chose it. It’s our ethos, 
and we talk about this with the children 
all the time.” It links to the school’s 
vision, which is ‘to educate the whole 
child underpinned by Christian values’.

Lee smiles. “I’ve got the best job in the 
world. In education, what could be better 
than setting up your own school?”  
A police officer turned teacher, Lee  
has worked in education for 12 years. 
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After joining the fast-track scheme he  
was promoted quickly. Within a year he  
was head of department, in two, head  
of faculty, and four years in, an assistant 
head. “Then I slowed down and realised  
I didn’t know everything,” he laughs. 

Being the first head of a new school has 
many advantages. One, says Lee, is that  
he has been able to focus on Year 7 and 
transition. “If I had become a head going 
into a school I would have had to focus on 
Year 11 and exam results, but here I have 
been able to think about what’s best for 
the children, what’s best for transition.”

“The model I’ve gone for is like primary 
instead of traditional secondary. We have 
extended lessons that are roughly 100 
minutes. Our curriculum is based on the 
English baccalaureate, and whatever your 
views on that, my Progress 8 figure in five 
years will be decided on children hitting 
those eight buckets.”

At Q3 Academy Langley, staff are in  
at 7.45am for a briefing before they 
welcome the pupils at 8am. The early 
start is a condition of the planning 
permission, as residents were concerned 
about traffic.  

Each morning, an equipment check is 
carried out. Fourteen students were given 
a five-minute detention on the first day  

of term for not having a pencil sharpener. 
“Children get a detention if they don’t 
have a ruler,” says Lee. “That’s five 
minutes. If they don’t have a pen, that’s 
five, if they don’t have another pen  
then that’s another five. We call those 
‘standards’. It has worked. Maybe two 
children a day don’t have a pen.”

Is that not a little harsh? “There are 
things that some people do find harsh, 
but at my last school 45 students doing 
their English GCSE did not have a pen. 
That is a disgrace.”

The context in which the school  
has opened may provide some clues as  
to what may seem an unusually sharp 
focus on standards and discipline. In 
2016, Ofsted heavily criticised secondary 
school performance across the Black 
Country, with one of its concerns being 
that secondaries weren’t building on 
pupils’ progress at primary. 

“We don’t want to go back there,” says 
Lee. “We want to give children the best 
start, and having the right equipment, 
being ready to learn and transitioning 
safely and securely is important.”

The school itself is unusual, funded 
partly by a local authority, Sandwell 
Council, and sponsored by businessman 
Eric Payne and his late wife Grace 

“CHILDREN GET A DETENTION IF THEY  
DON’T HAVE A RULER. THAT’S FIVE MINUTES. 
IF THEY DON’T HAVE A PEN, THAT’S FIVE.  
WE CALL THOSE ‘STANDARDS’.”

through the Grace Charitable Trust, which 
also sponsors Q3 Academy Great Barr, the 
other school in the multi-academy trust. 
The deeds were given to the academy.

It has been built to head off a predicted 
2,000-place shortage in the Oldbury area 
of Sandwell by 2022. Unlike most schools 
in Sandwell, which have aptitude tests  
for entry, neither of the Q3 academies do. 
It has local authority admissions. “It’s 
looked-after children, children with 
special educational needs, siblings and 
then as the crow flies,” explains Lee. 

Around 40% of the school’s first cohort 
of 152 students are pupil premium. They 
are taught in mixed-ability classrooms. “I 
am a convert. This has had benefits in that 
none of the staff have talked about a sink 
group, a group they love teaching, a group 
they dislike teaching,” he says. “Eleven 
students who don’t meet the age-related 
expectations from primary school are in 
the accelerated core enterprise (ACE) 
group. They have one teacher, instead  
of five, to aid transition.” 

Is that not stigmatising? “We chose the 
name ACE deliberately – and I know that 
sounds glib and clichéd – but we haven’t 
found that children feel stigmatised,” he 
adds. “Come and take a look.” He leads  
us out of the boardroom through the 
corridor to just outside the classroom.  
We hear soft, electronic keyboard music, 
which Lee tells us signals the last five 
minutes of the lesson. It is played again  
a minute before the end to encourage 
children to reflect upon their learning  
and where they need to be next.

It’s lunchtime. Julia and I sit with 
students for what Lee calls ‘family lunch’. 
Once the children are seated with their 
food, on tables of eight, Lee walks to the 
front of the room and raises his arm to 
signal quiet, an action copied by the 
children. He introduces the lunchtime 
discussion topic, which today is mental 
health. Minutes before the end of the 
break, he reappears at the front of the 
room and repeats the signal, before asking 
children what they have been discussing 
on the chosen topic. Then it’s time for 
‘appreciations’. Arms shoot up. “I’d like  
to thank Miss for a really good French 
lesson,” says one child. Everyone gives 
two short claps. “I’d like to thank John  
for coming back to school today after he 
was ill,” says another. Two short claps. 
Then it is playtime. 

I ask Lee why children are given  
a topic rather than discussing what  
they want. “They can,” he says.  

In order to help you on your pursuit of Excellence at Q3 Academy, and to live  
out our ethos – to seek what is good, right and true – we adopt this system when  

we speak to anybody in the Academy. 
These are our STEPS to Pursuing Excellence!

These STEPS cost us nothing, but allow us to pursue excellence at all times!
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Sir or Miss. Address all adults in the manner or end each reply 
this way. The Langley Full Stop.

Thank anyone who does anything for you by clearly saying 
‘Thank You’.

Eye contact - with any person you interact with.

Please. Use this word when you request anything, either at 
the start of end of the sentence.

Smile. Make sure you do this at all times. A positive facial 
expression leads to positive outcomes!
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“We just have a topic to discuss too.  
It makes lunch more civilised.” 

Creating a nurturing environment for 
the children is at the heart of Lee’s vision. 
Extended lessons, soft music at the end  
of lessons, and play time instead of break 
time are examples of that. 

“We have kept them very young,” 
explains Lee. “They have play time. They 
run; they play tag. We had four children 
ask if Santa exists in December.”

And his approach has a clear rationale, 
given the notoriously tricky transition 
from key stage 2 to key stage 3.  

Nevertheless, this makes for some 
interesting contrasts. The children wear 
pinstripes and a cravat. Their “business 
dress”, rather than uniform, is designed 
to make them “business-esque”, explains 
Lee. “We don’t have ‘houses’, we have 
‘companies’. That’s our sponsor’s ethos – 
business. It’s about having aspirations, 
about making this school less traditional.”

That may explain why the school’s 
website describes staff as learning 
consultants rather than teachers. 

“I want a teacher who will come in at 
7.30, leave at 4.30 and then not work in 
the evening or on the weekend,” says Lee. 
“The 12 weeks’ holiday a year are where 
staff recharge their batteries.”

Later, however, he says: “My big vision 
is that I will pay teachers to come in 
during the holidays and plan a subject 
and it will be given to colleagues to  
teach. In teaching there’s far too much 
reinventing the wheel.” 

Planning is an area that Lee has focused 
a lot of time on. “The way I have planned 
PPA is like a primary, rather than a 
traditional secondary. In secondaries PPA 
is a joke. It’s near your duty time so you 
clear the corridors, go back to the office 
and make a cup of tea and then you have 
20 minutes left. Here staff have PPA  
time from 12.20-15.40 on a Wednesday 
afternoon and a minimum of one 100 
minute period during the week too;  
some staff have two of those.”

His teachers submit their PowerPoint 
lesson plans to him at the beginning of 
the week, which follow a standard format. 
Marking – another big driver of teacher 
workload – still needs fine-tuning, he 
admits. There is one piece of assessed 
GCSE-style work on a Friday for what  
the school calls horizon subjects, such  
as drama and art. The core subjects are 
marked weekly, following guidance  
from Ofsted, the DfE and unions that  
not every piece of work needs to be 
marked. Verbal feedback isn’t recorded. 

“We’ve invested in visualisers 
in every classroom to give 
immediate feedback. The  
rest of the week I want  
work on sugar paper and 
mini whiteboards. I don’t 
want a lot of work done  
in a book.”

“WE DON’T HAVE ‘HOUSES’, 
WE HAVE ‘COMPANIES’.  
THAT’S OUR SPONSOR’S 

ETHOS – BUSINESS.” 

The staff team at Q3 Academy Langley, 
where teachers are called learning 
consultants to fit its corporate approach

PETER LEE

F Completed the fast-track 
programme and trained at the 
University of Warwick obtaining 
a PGCE in 2004-5. 

F NQT year at Queensbridge 
School in Birmingham 2005-6. 

F Promoted to head of history, 
then head of humanities, before 
being made an assistant head  
in 2009. This included dual-site 
work at Queensbridge and 
Moseley schools.

F Moved to Sandwell to become 
an assistant vice principal at  
Q3 Academy in 2012.

F Promoted to vice principal and 
head of school designate for Q3 
Academy Langley, which was 
opened in September 2016. 

As our visit draws to an end, Lee sets 
out some of his ideas for the future. As  
his school grows – 240 students start in 
September – head of department jobs will 
be created, offering staff opportunities  
for promotion.  

His vision is that he will have teams of 
teachers who work only in Year 7 and 8 
and then Year 9 and 10. “I loved KS3 but 
my bread and butter was Year 10/11. Given 
the opportunity to teach the same lessons 
across the trust, on the same subject, the 
same topic, I’d like that. I said to one 
teacher, ‘you could stay in Year 7 with  
all your lessons planned, there would be 
no external pressure on exam results’.”

Julia nods. “One of the pressures with  
a timetable is that it gives you a bit of 
everything”, she says. She suggests that 
the important role Lee has had in setting 
up the school and overseeing staff won’t 
be possible as the school grows. By 2022, 
he will have 1,590 students.  

“Upscaling will be a challenge,”  
Lee agrees. “But I have some ideas…”


